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How To Cook a Thanksgiving Turkey
Get a turkey, chop it up and put it in
the uvin and put sesuhege on it.
Emiley A.
My mom cooks the turkey and wen
she is done she puts it in thefrinch
and wen she is done with the turkey she puts it in the toble and we
go eat the turkey we sit and go eat.
She cooks it in the uven wen it is stil
cold she puts it in the michller wave
for ten minis wen she is done whit
she puts it in the table and my famley gos sit done in the table.?
Maylinne Hernandez
I set the turkey for 90 minutes and
when its done I eat it.
Quade Angel
I cook a turkey with cocbe and the
ceknegon peper and then put it in
the ovne and lete it be in they for
lower. for thasgeve day.
Willy Koethler
Ham and salt and peper and for
me mor salt and add some move
peper. n cook it and git it but put
some peper and sauce and solt? 3
cook it on thestove on 25.00?
Erik Rocha
I put a turkey in a pan. We put a
nidle in the turkey. than we put it in
the pan. Well at first we put a nidle
then we put it in the pan. Than
when its done we put salt on teh
turkey. Than when it’s ole done we
eat it. and it last for 1 hour.
Agatha Peters
Me and my grandpa kill the turky.
And we put it in the stove with out
apan. And we rost the turky. And
we put ingredents and we surved
the peple and then we let the feat
begen.
Anthony Carrillo
Open the bag clean the turkey and
cook the turkey aminit put the turkey and eat.
Kaylin Harper
My mom taks a litol red thaing and
steks it in it. Then she poots peper
on it. Adn poot’s it in the ovin for 3
minnit’s. Then she giv’s us a pes.
Bree’Anna Williams
Biy the turkey first. Put it in the fres.
Tack it out and let it put the sos in it.
Put it in the uvin four a nowr hour
and when it is don you can eat the
turkey. and that is it now you make
a turkey.
Olivia Mueller
You take the bag off of the turkey
and then you put it in the ovin and
put it to cook and it will tak 2 hours
to cook. I put some barbicue sause
on it. We cut the turkey and we put
is on a plate.
Myrella Moriel
By the turkey first. Shed the skin off.
Put pepper on it then put the turkey
in the oven for a hour. Take the turkey out of the oven.
Joaqin Enriguez
Get a trcey from the str poot it in the
uvin. You can poot pepor on it.
Ethan Cortez
I got to the stor I get a turkey. At
home I let the turkey thou out.
When the turkey is thow I set the
timer for fifty minets. I what when
the turkey is redy I what for my family after we prae. we eat the feste.
Taylor Threet
For my thankes giving i will cook a
turkey and this is how step 1. Bye
a turkey from a store Step 2 cook
the turkey on a grill or bamybe on
a stove step 3 cook a turkey for 1
hour.
Merayna Reyes
Me and my dad we kill the turkey.
1. Then we skin the turkey. Then
we put in the little roster for an 1
howar. We eate it.
Ethan Seitz
1. Open the bag. 2 clean the tur-

key. 3 put it on a baking dish. 4 put
in the oven. 5. bake the turkey. 6.
Cut the turkey.
David Reimer
Take off the skin and the fethers.
Then put in the oven. Then wait
for a couple of hours. Then you are
done.
Frank Enns
Loeppky
Put it in the
mickrwave
cook it and
season it if you
want and then
eat it.
Lilly Ann
Reece
Put it in the
uven and then
put fowel on it.
Let it set and
then cut it up
and then eat
it.
Madison
Ramos
Gut the turkey. Cook the
turkey. Cut the
turkey. Salt the
turkey. Peper
the turkey. Eit
the turkey.
Anthony
Unger
You bake it
and then eat it.
It is good But
if you do not
bake it it will
taste bad.
Amy Thiessen
Take off the skin and put it in the
mikerway and cook it and you can
eat it.
Liliana Hernandez
Take off the skin. Then stuff it with
stuffing. Then putt in the oven.
Then take it out. Then enjoy it.
Avril Celeste Williamson
Cut off the head. Put it in the hot
water. Pull off the feathers. Burn
the little feathers off. Get out the
ugly stuff. Bake the turkey. Eat the
turkey.
Susana Fehr Janzen
1. Open the bag. 2. Clean the tur-

key. 3. Put it on a baking dish. 4.
Put it in the oven. 5. Take the turky
out. 6. Cut the turkey.
Mery
1. Cut the turkey. 2. Heat the
turkuey. 3. Then put it in the oven.
4. Then pull the turkey out. 5. Then
put season on 6. The turkey.

Blaine Dale Shook
My mom cooks the turky on
thanksgiving.
Carlos Burciaga
1. You get the thrce. 2. You cook
the trce. 3. And you wit in til its rea.
Guillermo Cruz Mesa
You put it in the micka wave and
eat it. You can hunt for a turkey and
bake cooks. You hunt in the woods
and look for a turkey. You can get it
from the frizer.
Viviana Hinojosa
Put it in the Midrwaiv and eat it.
Justin Hiebert
Put it in the mickrave and buy a turkey. her put it in the ovine. She take

the turkey out and puts her seckret
sauce on we eat it . Yum.
Kaylee Renise Suarez
First kill the turkey. Or buy the turkey. Then you will chop its head
off and stuf it. Then you put tinfloe
around the turkey. Then you coock
it.
Benjamin Ray
Well first of all you
need to kill a turkey. Then cut the
turkey’s guts and
head off. Oh and do
not forget to pull the
fethers off and suck
the blod out. Then
cook the turkey, after that it is time to
eat that turkey up,
with some BQs.
Evite the family for
thanksgiving.
Emily Archer
You first hunt a
turkey. Then you
take the fethers off.
Then you take the
guts out. Then you
whash the turkey.
Then you put it in
the uven. Then you
cut it.
Cooper Fehr
Kil itt and carvit cook
it and tacke it alt the
uvin. And pout it on
the table and eat it
and share it with yor
family. But cook the
turkey first.
Daniel Carrasco
First kill the turkey. Next cut the
head off the turkey. Next make
mash batatoes corn stufing chesecake then eat the turkey.
Hector Acosta III
First get a turkey. Then cill it. Then
pull the fethers off. Then take out
the guts. Then cut the hed off. Then
cock the turkey. Then put green
beans and machbtatows. Then set
the table. Then put buarbecy sos
then eat it.
Mya Hernandez
First you kill the turkey. Than you
whasn the turkey. Than you put the
turkey in the pot. Than you fry it in

a pot. Then you cut the turkey than
you eat.
Joey Dyck
Whosh the turkey. And get off
the skin. And cut the skin off. And
cooke it. And put the sose and cook
it and you eat it. Cut the guts oute
of the tukey head.
Yesenia Cardona
First you find a turkey and kill it.
Thene you pull the feathers out of
the insides. Then you turn on the
oven and put it on hot. Thene you
eat it.
Dawsin Marrow
First you buy a turkey or hunt one.
Then you bring it home and carve
it. Then you get out its guts and
heart. Then you bake it or frie it.
And you eat it.
Avianna Johnson
We hafe to hunned a turky and kille
the turky. Then take out the gutes
then take out the blud.
Patrick Everett

Hut for a turkey. Cut a trkey. Pull
fethres. Hav a turkey .
Tristyn James
First buy the turkey. Take the skin
of the turkey. Take the blood out
uve the turkey. Thin cook the turkey. Thin take the turkey out uve
the oven. Thin eat the turkey.
Cristian Torres
First you buy a turkey from Thriftway. Then you carve it. Then you
put some stuffing in it. Then you
stick it in the oven. Then you wait
and wait untill you hear the ding.
Then you take it out of the oven.
Then you wait till it is cooled down.
Then you eat it.
Jazmin Bernal
First you find the terkey and kill it.
Then you cut the head off.Take
the feathers off. Take the guts out.
Then cook it.
Marisa DLaRosa

Happy Thanksgiving
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